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Thermaltake Silent Boost
for K8 Sleeved

Special Price

$9.95 was
$24.95

Product Images

Short Description
Thermaltake lives up to its reputation and continues on producing their supreme performance heatsinks.
Their latest release, the Silent Boost, just about covers everything there is to think about in a heatsink. With
the Silent Booster's new 3-point metal clip feature, you don't have to worry about bolts and holes and such.
The clip grabs all three prongs on the CPU socket for secure mounting and attaches with no trouble. The allcopper base and huge surface area provides better heat transfer and the new unique fan frame design of
this heatsink-fan combo creates a multi-directional air intake, which means an increase of airflow while
keeping the relative noise at a minimal. Reliability? That's been taken care of, too. The high performing
"Hydro Wave Bearing" fan decreases bearing wear and extends the MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures). This
package comes complete with installation guide and one packet of thermal compound.
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Description
Thermaltake lives up to its reputation and continues on producing their supreme performance heatsinks. Their latest release, the
Silent Boost, just about covers everything there is to think about in a heatsink. With the Silent Booster's new 3-point metal clip
feature, you don't have to worry about bolts and holes and such. The clip grabs all three prongs on the CPU socket for secure
mounting and attaches with no trouble. The all-copper base and huge surface area provides better heat transfer and the new
unique fan frame design of this heatsink-fan combo creates a multi-directional air intake, which means an increase of airﬂow while
keeping the relative noise at a minimal. Reliability? That's been taken care of, too. The high performing "Hydro Wave Bearing" fan
decreases bearing wear and extends the MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures). This package comes complete with installation
guide and one packet of thermal compound .

Features
Application for AMD Opteron and Athlon 64
Heatsink : All copper, larger area for improving heat dissipation
Fan : Unique fan frame, multi-directional air intake increases airflow while keeping the relative noise at
minimal
Clip : New design tool-free metal clip, easy to install

Specifications
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P/N

A1838

Fan Speed

2450±10% RPM

Fan Dimension

80x80x25 mm

Max Air Flow

27.5 CFM

Heatsink
Dimension

85x73x48 mm (46
fins)

Air Pressure

25.97 Pa-min

Rated Voltage

12V

Noise

21 dBA

Started Voltage

7V

Bearing Type

Ball Bearing

Rated Current

0.13A

Life Expectation

60,000 hours

Power Input

1.56W

Connector

3 PIN
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Additional Information
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Brand

Thermaltake

SKU

A1838-D

Weight

1.5000

Compatibilty

AMD64/K8

Material

Copper/Aluminum

Fan Dimensions

80mm

Fan Connection

4-Pin PWM

Special Price

$9.95
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